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By email to: nwrp@water.ie 
28 February 2021 

 
National Water Resources Plan – Draft Framework Plan 

 
In December 2020 Irish Water published its draft National Water Resources Plan (the dNWRP) for 
consultation and invited feedback.  Fight the Pipe has reviewed the dNWRP and welcomes the 
opportunity to comment.   
 
Definitions used in our submission: 
“dNWRP” = draft National Water Resources Plan 
“Mld” = million litres per day 
 “GDA” = Greater Dublin water supply area 
 “RC3” = Revenue Control 3 
“CRU” = Commission for Regulation of Utilities (Irish Water’s economic regulator) 
 “SELL” = Sustainable Economic Level of Leakage 
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SUMMARY 
 

 

The dNWRP sets out Irish Water’s plan for water in Ireland for the next 25 years. It is a landmark 
moment: an opportunity to observe the current landscape in Ireland and set the agenda for a 
total reset.  
 
Ireland’s water pipes are so damaged and corroded that they leak more treated water every day 
than is used by all of the households in Ireland put together.  Leakage in Ireland is so extreme 
that it constitutes by far the biggest single element of “demand”.  For years, the volume of water 
lost through leaks has been more than double the volume of water used by all of Ireland’s 
industry put together (i.e. twice as much water as the total volume of water used by all of 
Ireland’s data centres, agricultural industry, hospitals, research centres, manufacturing sites, 
factories, breweries and hospitality industry, combined). 
 
The way in which leakage is handled in the next 25 years (and this is directly linked to the plans 
for mains replacement) is the most important issue in the dNWRP. It will be the single biggest 
driver of whether Ireland has a projected water surplus or deficit in 2044. Yet, despite the fact 
that Ireland has among the highest leakage on the planet, the dNWRP adopts low leakage 
reduction targets (that are not in line with international best practice) and Irish Water’s plan is 
to continue with find-and-fix as its primary leakage reduction method. It is internationally 
recognised that find-and-fix is generally only capable of offsetting the “natural rate of rise” of 
leakage and effecting small reductions beyond that (and Irish Water’s record supports this). This 
is not enough for Ireland, where a step-change in leakage is needed. 
 
It is clear that Irish Water needs to abandon its reliance on find-and-fix and undertake a major, 
long-overdue mains replacement programme: yet the dNWRP does not even contemplate a 
major mains replacement programme for Ireland as one of its potential solutions.  This is an 
astonishing omission from a plan that sets the landscape for the water supply in Ireland for 
the next 25 years. 
 
Water demand across Europe has been declining for years, despite growing populations and 
thriving economies, driven primarily by leakage reductions and increased industrial water 
efficiency.  Indeed, if one breaks down Irish Water’s own data (as we do in this report) it can be 
seen that consumption of water in Dublin has been declining for years – the only part of 
“demand” that has been going up in Dublin is leakage. However, Irish Water’s messaging 
suggests the opposite and implies that, if population and economies are growing, the only 
trajectory for water demand is up. This is inaccurate, misleading and distracts from the key issue: 
the single biggest factor that impacts the future trajectory of water demand in Ireland is the 
approach that is taken to leakage.  
 
This dNWRP makes no reference at all to the potential impacts of either BREXIT or COVID19.  
The dNWRP states that it models itself on the UK – but there are important differences between 
Ireland and the UK, not least the fact that the water supply in England and Wales was privatised 
in 1989 – the potential ramifications of this are important but are not mentioned in the dNWRP 
at all. 
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THE dNWRP FAILS TO ADDRESS THE BIGGEST ISSUE IN IRELAND: THE PIPES 
 
This is the first ever 25-year plan for Ireland’s water supply. It is an opportunity to make decisions 
that would transform the water supply system into one that people can actually trust and rely on.  
However, the dNWRP contains numerous glaring omissions and errors. 
 
(a) The single biggest problem with the water supply in Ireland is the pipes 
 
Ireland is an extremely wet country – it has 3 times as much renewable freshwater available per 
head as France and Italy, 4 times as much as the UK and 7 times as much as Germany1.  Despite 
Irish Water’s much-cited fact that more rain falls in the West than the East, every single region in 
Ireland has more than enough raw water available to comfortably cater for its water consumption. 
 
This is not to say that Ireland does not have problems with its water supply: it absolutely does. 
Ireland’s water supply is unreliable, its water often smells strongly of chlorine and its leakage levels 
are among the highest in the world2. But the problem is not a lack of raw water: the problem is the 
water pipes. 
 
Ireland’s water pipes are so damaged and corroded that they leak more treated water every day 
than is used by all of the households in Ireland put together.  Leakage in Ireland is so extreme that 
it constitutes by far the biggest single element of “demand”. For years, the volume of water lost 
through leaks has been more than double the volume of water used by all of Ireland’s industry put 
together (i.e. twice as much water as the total volume of water used by all of Ireland’s data centres, 
agricultural industry, hospitals, research centres, manufacturing sites, factories, breweries and 
hospitality industry, combined)3.   
 

 

                                                        
1 https://www.indexmundi.com/facts/indicators/ER.H2O.INTR.PC/rankings  
2 Ireland’s leakage is 42% (excluding household leakage – if household leakage were included in its reported data the 
level of leakage would likely be above 50%). A 2016 OECD study of 43 cities around the world (excluding Dublin) 
showed only 4 cities with leakage levels above 40% - all of them in Mexico (OECD (2016), Water Governance in Cities, 
OECD Studies on Water, OECD Publishing, Paris.) 
3 https://www.cru.ie/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/CRU20073-Irish-Water-Capital-Investment-Plan-2017-to-2021-
Monitoring-Report-No.-3.pdf  

The dNWRP sets out Irish Water’s plan for water in Ireland for the next 25 years. It is a landmark 
moment: an opportunity to observe the current landscape in Ireland and set the agenda for a 

total reset.  The way in which leakage is handled in the next 25 years (and this is directly linked 
to the plans for mains replacement for the next 25 years) is the most important issue in the 

dNWRP. It will be the single biggest driver of whether Ireland has a projected water surplus or 
deficit in 2044.  

 
Yet the dNWRP adopts extremely low leakage reduction targets (that are not in line with 
international best practice) and does not even contemplate a major mains replacement 

programme for Ireland as one of its potential solutions. 
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(b) Irish Water, through its dNWRP, has no plan for a major mains replacement 
programme at all 
 
The dNWRP does not even include a major mains replacement programme as a potential solution 
to Ireland’s water supply problems4. This is an astonishing omission from a plan that sets the 
landscape for the water supply in Ireland for the next 25 years. 
 
Irish Water’s plan is to continue with what it calls “targeted” replacement of mains – i.e. the 
replacement of short stretches of pipes that are “rotten or effectively failing all the time” (Irish 
Water’s own words5).  Irish Water says that it generally only replaces pipes once they are bursting 3 
to 4 times a month6. 
 
As a reflection of this, its proposed mains replacement rate for the next 5 years is 0.3% per year7. 
This equates to a total replacement rate of just once every 333 years. This is well below the levels in 
the UK and Europe, where pipes are already in much better condition than those in Ireland8. It is 
not even high enough to offset the natural rate of deterioration of the pipes: unless mains 
replacement rates are increased significantly pipe failures will become more frequent9.   
 
Water pipes have a limited shelf-life (generally considered to be around 80-100 years) so a certain 
percentage of the pipes must be replaced every year to avoid a sudden cliff-edge.  Ireland has pipes 
that are over 160 years old; their average age is 65-85 years10 (this is much older than in the UK or 
in Europe, where the average age is 36 years11). Ireland’s pipes have evolved organically and have 
been neglected for decades. As a result, Ireland has what is known as a “mixed pipe system”: 
Victorian-era cast iron pipes join directly to poor quality PVC pipes that join to asbestos cement 
pipes. They are all different materials that deteriorate at different rates and respond differently to 
external pressures and ground movement: this means that cracks and bursts at the joints are a real 
problem and that “background leakage” (i.e. water that is lost through hundreds of thousands of 
tiny leaks) is very high. This type of leakage can only be addressed through mains replacement: 
find-and-fix only addresses reasonably big leaks.   It also means that the “natural rate of rise” of 

                                                        
4 https://www.water.ie/projects-plans/our-plans/nwrp/NWRP-Draft-Framework-Plan.pdf see table 8.3. 
5 https://www.oireachtas.ie/ga/debates/debate/joint_committee_on_housing_planning_and_local_government/2018-
04-25/3/  
6https://www.oireachtas.ie/ga/debates/debate/joint_committee_on_housing_planning_and_local_government/2018-
04-25/3/  Mr Jerry Grant (MD of Irish Water): “One does pipe replacement where there are repeat bursts on a regular 
basis. We are replacing pipes which burst three or four times a month” 
7 https://www.cru.ie/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/CRU19148-Irish-Water-Revenue-Control-3-Decision-Paper.pdf This 
is the CRU decision concluding the RC3 process. Page 7/8 shows that the 2020-2024 target for “new mains” is 424km 
and for “rehabilitated/lined mains” is 461km (totalling 885km out of Ireland’s 65,000km of mains), i.e. 1.4% over 5 
years, or 0.27% per year. 
8 Mains replacement rates in the UK and on continental Europe are currently around 0.6% - see the recent UKWR 
project cited at footnote 9 – but that report notes that UK rates need to increase to 1.2% in the short term and 1.3% in 
the long term purely to offset the natural deterioration of the pipes. 
9 See the recent "Long-term Investment in Infrastructure" project, commissioned by the UKWIR on behalf of the UK 
water industry and led by Servelec Technologies - download the results presentation here: 
https://ukwir.org/workshop?object=172263&daf=1 
10 https://www.water.ie/projects-plans/our-plans/nwrp/NWRP-Draft-Framework-Plan.pdf (see page 4). 
11 https://www.water.ie/projects-plans/our-plans/nwrp/NWRP-Draft-Framework-Plan.pdf (see page 4). 
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leakage is high, so Irish Water has to do an awful lot of work patching up the pipes through find-
and-fix just to stand still. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Irish Water can no longer avoid the fact that Ireland needs a major mains replacement 
programme and the failure of the dNWRP to even contemplate this as one of its possible 

solutions for Ireland over the next 25 years is impossible to comprehend. 
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(c) Irish Water’s messaging on the trajectory of water demand is misleading 
 
For years, in cities and regions across Europe, the volume of water needed for supply (i.e. the 
“demand” for water) has been declining.  This may come as a surprise – it is very much not the 
situation presented by Irish Water.  This year-on-year reduction in water demand across Europe has 
been the case despite thriving economies and growing populations.  
 
A key driver of the reduction in demand across Europe has been reductions in leakage, but it is also 
driven by industry becoming more economical with its water use and by reductions in household 
use (through more water-efficient household appliances and an increased awareness of the need 
for sustainability and the value of water). 
 
For example, in the Manchester region in the UK:  
“Total demand for water in the region has reduced in 18 out of the last 20 years. Over this time, we have 
more than halved the amount of water that leaks into the ground from our pipes… Water demand from 
businesses and industry in the North West has reduced in recent decades. We believe it will continue to fall 
between 2012 and 2040 by a further 17%, even with the expected economic growth in the region. This is 
because of a continuing trend of industry changing to become less water intensive and households 
becoming more water efficient… We expect the number of people in the North West England to increase 
from 6.9 million in 2012 to 7.9 million by 2040 and believe the number of houses we will need to supply 
water to will increase from 3.0 million to 3.7 million… We think demand will continue to reduce despite the 
expected population and housing growth…”12. 
 
This reduction in water demand can be observed across the EU. For example, a recent article 
published by the EEA shows that, despite thriving economies, average water demand across the 
EU decreased by 17% from 2000 to 2017: “in the EU Member States, water abstraction and 
economic growth showed a decoupling trend between 2000 and 2017. Total water abstraction 
declined by 17%, while total gross value added generated from all economic sectors increased by 
59%”13.   
 
Another article published by the EPA stated: “Improvements in water conveyance systems have 
resulted in an estimated decrease of water use for households by 18%, whereas Europe’s 
population has increased by around 10% in the last two decades”14. 
 
Paris’ water supplier has significantly reduced leakage (it is now down to around 5%) and, alongside 
that, it has seen a significant decline in “consumption” (i.e. water actually used at the tap). It states: 
“Like many urban metropolises, Paris has seen its water consumption decrease by nearly 30% in the 
last twenty-five years. This good news for water conservation can be explained by changes in the 
Parisian business fabric (service industries require less water), the efforts from the business 
community to reduce its consumption and also the efforts from private citizens to better control 
their domestic usage. This consumption decrease continues at an average rate of 2% per year.”15 
 

                                                        
12 https://www.unitedutilities.com/globalassets/z_corporate-site/about-us-pdfs/water-
resources/wrmpsummaryreport_acc17.pdf  
13 https://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/indicators/use-of-freshwater-resources-3/assessment-4  
14 https://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/indicators/use-of-freshwater-resources-2/assessment-3  
15 http://www.eaudeparis.fr/uploads/tx_edpevents/Brochure_institutionnelle_ENG_2013.pdf  
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Irish Water consistently (both in this dNWRP and in its broader messaging) implies that water 
demand is generally on an upward trajectory.  It gives the impression that, assuming a growing 
population and thriving economy, there is no question that in 25 years’ time Ireland will be using 
more water than it does today.  For example, in part 2.3.4 of the dNWRP, Irish Water presents a 
graph which, it states: “demonstrates the demand for water increasing over time, which is typical of 
a growing population and economy”16.  The graph shows demand in this unnamed but reportedly 
“typical” location increasing by 22% over 25 years. As can be seen above this is, in fact, entirely 
atypical of the situation that has actually been observed across Europe for the past two decades. 
Across Europe, despite growing populations and strong economies, water demand has been on a 
decline for decades due to reductions in leakage, improved water efficiency in industry and 
reductions in per capita water use.  We would be happy for Irish Water to confirm: What was the 
source of that graph? Which city/region does it purport to represent?   
 
We could give countless examples of cities and regions in which demand has been declining, but 
perhaps the most interesting is Dublin – see below. 
 

                                                        
16 https://www.water.ie/projects-plans/our-plans/nwrp/NWRP-Draft-Framework-Plan.pdf (see page 36). 
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(d) Despite Irish Water’s messaging to the contrary, consumption in Dublin has 
been declining for years – the only part of “demand” that is going up is network 
leakage 
 
The table below shows total “demand” in the Greater Dublin Area (the GDA) - this data comes from 
Irish Water reports. Irish Water reports “Demand” as one figure, but it actually includes: 

(i) Consumption, i.e. water that is actually used in homes (domestic demand) and by 
industry (non-domestic demand), and  

(ii) Network leakage.  
 
For the years set out in the table below, we have been able to obtain Irish Water data for both 
“demand” (i.e. consumption plus leakage) and “leakage”17. As such, it is possible to deduct leakage 
from demand to obtain a figure for “consumption”18.  
 

  2015 2016 2017 2018 
1 GDA “demand” (Mld) 540 547 557 568 
2 GDA leakage (often 

reported as “unaccounted 
for water”) (MLD) 

178 205 Data not 
available 

229 

3 GDA implied consumption 
(obtained by deducting 
row 2 from row 1) (Mld) 

362 342 Data not 
available 

339 

 
As can be observed from the table, consumption in Dublin has been going down for years: the only 
thing that has been going up is network leakage19. 
 

                                                        
17 Note: we do not include 2019 because, in 2019, Irish Water changed its definition of “leakage” (it narrowed it 
significantly, which made it appear that leakage had gone down in 2019 by reference to 2018 and previous years) and, 
as such, the data is not like-for-like. 
18 Note: this actually produces an over-estimation of consumption because “demand” also includes several other small 
elements, such as water used in the operation of the water network. 
19 Note: it is possible that Irish Water’s methods for measuring leakage have become more accurate in this period, 
which may impact the data to some degree, but the overall picture is clear: true demand (i.e. consumption) in Dublin is 
declining, not increasing. The only thing going up is leakage. 
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(e) In the past 5 years Irish Water’s “find-and-fix” leakage approach has done little 
more than offset the natural rate of rise: a mains replacement programme is 
needed 
 
Irish Water’s country-wide leakage data shows that, since 2014, its leakage programme (which is 
primarily find-and-fix) has done little more than offset the “natural rate of rise” of leakage.  Irish 
Water states (at part 1.5.2 of the dNWRP) that it has “achieved total gross leakage savings of 
233.2Mld on the public side of the network for the 2014-2019 period”.  This statement may be 
misleading for someone reading the report without a detailed knowledge of the situation. In fact, 
between 2014 and 2018 (i.e. for the years when leakage data was reported on a consistent, like-
for-like basis20), network leakage went down from around 800Mld in 201421 to 782Mld in 201822). 
So, in those four years leakage was cut by just 18Mld or 2%.   
 
By using the language “gross leakage savings” in part 1.5.2 of the dNWRP, Irish Water is referencing 
the water that it theoretically “saved” by offsetting what is known as the “natural rate of rise” of 
leakage. Offsetting the “natural rate of rise” (and achieving a very small cut in overall leakage on 
top of that) is very different to actually cutting leakage by a significant volume. Many people 
reading the dNWRP would be forgiven for interpreting it as meaning that Irish Water had cut 
leakage by 233.2Mld, which is very far from the truth.  
 
This highlights a key point: Irish Water’s primary leakage reduction method for the past 5 years has 
been “find-and-fix” (otherwise known as “active leakage control”). It proposes, in the dNWRP, that 
this will remain its primary leakage reduction method23. However, it is well-established that find-
and-fix is simply not capable of delivering significant reductions in leakage – it is generally used just 
to offset the “natural rate of rise”.  The results in Ireland in the past 5 years support this.  
 
It is worth noting that in the UK (when major mains replacement programmes were undertaken 
shortly after the privatisation of the UK water supplies and there was a strong public focus on the 
performance of the water supply companies) leakage was reduced by 37% in just 6 years as a result 
of major mains replacement programmes24 (and this was net reduction – not a reduction including 
the offset of the “natural rate of rise” of leakage as cited by Irish Water in part 1.5.2). 

                                                        
20 Note: Irish Water claimed (and broadcast widely) that it cut leakage significantly between 2018 and 2019: in fact, it 
had “recategorised” leakage i.e. narrowed the definition, which made it look as if it had cut leakage significantly in 2019 
compared to 2018 and previous years when, in reality, it had not. It is possible that, in 2019, it made a small saving in 
leakage but our calculations suggest that it actually made no reduction in leakage at all in 2019 (we would be happy if 
Irish Water would publish like-for-like 2018 and 2019 data to establish the truth).  As such, 2019 “leakage” data is not 
comparable to leakage data for 2018 and earlier. 
21 https://www.irishtimes.com/news/environment/almost-half-of-ireland-s-water-supply-is-lost-through-leaks-
1.2102787 (note: the latest full year data at the time of this interview was 2014 data). 
22 https://www.cru.ie/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/CRU20089-Energy-and-Water-Monitoring-Report-for-2019.pdf 
(see page 79). 
23 https://www.water.ie/projects-plans/our-plans/nwrp/NWRP-Draft-Framework-Plan.pdf (see, for example, table 8.3). 
24 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/water-and-treated-water/water-and-treated-water  
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Find-and-fix offsets the “natural rate of rise” of leakage, and it can bring about small levels of 
leakage reduction beyond that, but it is generally not capable of achieving a step-change in 

leakage.  In order to effect a step-change in leakage (as is required in Ireland), the most 
sustainable and effective approach is a major mains replacement programme.  

 
It is clear that Irish Water needs to abandon its reliance on find-and-fix as the primary leakage 

reduction method and undertake a major, long-overdue mains replacement programme. 
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(f) Irish Water’s messaging on Dublin’s water demand is highly misleading 
 
For example, according to “the Journal” in October 201925: “Irish Water argues that growth 
(increase in population and construction work in the city centre) coupled with ‘the natural rate of 
rise’ (meaning the older pipes get, the more they leak) has lead Dublin’s water supply to become 
under strain. "As growth is going up, the demand to supply our customers in Dublin keeps going 
up. Every year we’re dropping leakage, which is giving us a bit more breathing space, but we’re 
going to hit a stage at some stage in the next 10 years where we’re going to get very close to 
maximum capacity,” an Irish Water spokesperson said”.  
 
Irish Water’s public messaging here is that true “consumption” in Dublin is going up and that 
leakage is going down. As can be seen above (evidenced by data published by Irish Water itself) the 
true situation in Dublin is the precise opposite of this. 
 
Similarly, on 24 April 2018, Mr Jerry Grant (the former MD of Irish Water) gave an interview on the 
“Morning Ireland” radio show in which he said “we are frankly running out of water. We’ve seen a 
7% to 8% growth in demand in this region [the GDA] in the last 4 years that reflects clearly the 
recovery in the economy and the growing population”. This statement was highly misleading. The 
table below shows average demand in the GDA going back a full decade, extracted from publicly 
available reports published by Irish Water. As you can see, full year 2017 average demand (i.e. the 
latest full-year data that would have been available to Mr Grant at the time of this interview) was 
557Mld. Four years previously (in 2013) average demand was 540Mld – so demand had not gone 
up by “7% to 8%” in 4 years – it had gone up by just 3%. Indeed, average demand had been virtually 
flat for an entire decade: in 2007 average demand was 542Mld so (between 2007 and 2017) 
average demand in the GDA went up by just 15Mld which equates to less than 3%. Mr Grant said 
that demand had gone up by “7 to 8%” in 4 years: in fact, it had gone up by under 3% in 10 years.  
 
But more to the point, as shown above, “demand” (as the term is used by Irish Water) covers both 
(i) consumption and (ii) network leakage and consumption (i.e. water that is actually used by what 
Jerry Grant referred to as “the economy and the growing population”) in Dublin is going down: the 
only element of Dublin’s “demand” that is going up is network leakage. 
 
Year  2007  2008  2009  2010  2011  2012  2013  2014  2015  2016 2017 
Average 
demand 
(Mld) 

542 539 539  550 539 532 540 539 540 547 557 

 

                                                        
25 https://www.thejournal.ie/irelands-leaking-pipes-4847084-Oct2019/  
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(g) The 5-year and 25-year leakage targets in the dNWRP were both generated in a 
way that is not in accordance with international best practice. 
 
(i) The short term (5-year) leakage reduction target in the dNWRP should reflect the latest leakage 
reduction target set for Irish Water by the CRU in the RC3 process which was finalised just 6 months 
ago (in August 2020)26. That target amounted to a leakage reduction of 176Mld from a base level of 
712Mld27, or 25% in 5 years28. This was appropriately ambitious, given the leakage levels in Ireland, 
and was in line with targets recently set for under-performing water suppliers in the UK. However, 
the dNWRP does not reflect that target and, instead, the 5-year leakage reduction target adopted 
in the dNWRP amounts to a leakage reduction of just 2% in the next 5 years29. 

 
(ii) The long-term (25-year) leakage target in the dNWRP was set using a concept called the 
“sustainable economic level of leakage” (SELL).  Irish Water used SELL because, it claimed, it is the 
method currently used to set leakage targets in the UK. This is not so: it used to be the method 
used in the UK but, in advance of its latest (2019) price review process (PR19), OFWAT announced 
that SELL would no longer be used for leakage targets in the UK because it does not encourage 
enough ambition in leakage reduction30 (indeed, SELL has been widely blamed for the stagnation in 
leakage reduction in the UK over the past two decades31). OFWAT now sets leakage reduction 
targets by reference to an absolute reduction, presented as a percentage (for example, Thames 
Water is required to reduce its leakage in the next 5 years by 20.4%). The latest UK guidelines for 
water resources management plans (which are the guidelines that Irish Water claims to be 
following for its dNWRP) reflected this new change of position by OFWAT and now state: 
“previously, companies have used the sustainable economic level of leakage method to determine 
levels of leakage. However, this is no longer acceptable for use in WRMPs32” 

                                                        
26 https://www.cru.ie/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/CRU20085-Update-to-Irish-Water%E2%80%99s-Revenue-Control-
3-RC3.5%E2%80%93-Irish-Water%E2%80%99s-Updated-Capital-Investment-Plan.pdf (see page vii). 
27 https://www.cru.ie/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/CRU20143-RC3-Financial-Incentives-Non-Domestic-billing-and-
Leakage-CRU-Consultation-Paper.pdf  (see page 26: “Irish Water reported its leakage level (‘Unaccounted-for-water’) at 
712 million litres a day in 2019. As part of its RC3 capital investment plan, Irish Water intends to reduce net leakage by 
176 million litres a day by the end of 2024”). This was also reported in the press at the time: 
https://www.businesspost.ie/ireland/irish-water-urged-to-cut-leakage-loss-by-176-million-litres-a-day-351fcee0 
28 176Mld as a percentage of 712Mld is 25%.  
29 The dNWRP proposes that, by 2024, leakage will have been reduced to 698Mld (https://www.water.ie/projects-
plans/our-plans/nwrp/NWRP-Draft-Framework-Plan.pdf - see page 74) . This equates to a leakage reduction of just 
14Mld from a 2019 baseline level of 712Mld i.e. a 5-year leakage reduction target of just 2% (14Mld as a percentage of 
712Mld is 2%). 
30 See "Delivering water 2020 - consulting on our methodology for the 2019 price review" published by OFWAT in July 
2017 in which OFWAT stated: “Leakage targets and performance commitments have historically been set in relation to 
the sustainable economic level of leakage (SELL). However, we, the Environment Agency (EA) and Natural Resources 
Wales (NRW) are concerned that SELL is not driving companies to become more efficient in how they tackle leakage”. 
31 There are many examples of this, for example “Funding Approaches for Leakage Reduction“ (a report produced for 
OFWAT by PWC published in December 2019) stated: “As can be seen since 2002 leakage levels have declined at a 
considerably slower rate. Part of the reason driving this trend was the use of the SELL measure to determine leakage 
performance commitment levels in the past… the company-derived SELL approach has failed to drive efficiency 
improvements or innovation in leakage reduction”. Contact us for more examples. 
32https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/903694/Water_
resources_planning_guideline.pdf (see page 77). 
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(h) Despite the unambitious leakage targets that it contains, the dNWRP states that 
there is a "moderate" chance that Irish Water will fail to meet those targets  
 
The dNWRP claims that its leakage targets are ambitious. This is not the case – they are not in line 
with international best practice and are far less ambitious than leakage reductions that have been 
achieved in other EU countries in recent years.  
 
For example, in the next 5 years, the dNWRP proposes to cut leakage to 698Mld which (from the 
2019 baseline level of 712Mld, as reported by the CRU) amounts to a reduction of just 14Mld or a 
reduction of just 2% in five years. By comparison, the following EU countries recently cut their 
leakage by the following percentages: 

• England and Wales by 37% in 6 years33  
• Scotland by 55% in 10 years34,  
• Lisbon (in Portugal) by 64% in 8 years35 
• Malta by 83% in 20 years36  

 
Yet, despite the under-ambitious nature of its targets, the dNWRP states: "Due to the length and 
condition of our networks, we could potentially fail to achieve leakage targets in the timeframes set 
out. However, as Irish Water is committed to achieving leakage reductions, the likely scenario would 
be an extension in the period of time taken to achieve leakage reductions as opposed to accepting 
lower targets"37.  This is a bizarre statement - the suggestion that extending the timeframe for 
leakage reduction compensates for failure to meet those targets on time entirely misses the point.   
 

 

                                                        
33 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/water-and-treated-water/water-and-treated-water  
34 Scottish Water reduced Scotland's absolute volume of leakage by 55% in only 10 years (from 1104Mld in 2005/06 to 
500Mld in 2015/16 - a reduction of 604Mld) once the Water Industry Commission for Scotland began setting targets for 
leakage recovery - Water Industry Commission for Scotland Investment Report 2007-2008, and Water Industry 
Commission for Scotland report “Scottish Water Performance 2015-2016”. 
35 https://circabc.europa.eu/sd/a/1ddfba34-e1ce-4888-b031-
6c559cb28e47/Good%20Practices%20on%20Leakage%20Management%20-%20Main%20Report_Final.pdf  
36 https://circabc.europa.eu/sd/a/1ddfba34-e1ce-4888-b031-
6c559cb28e47/Good%20Practices%20on%20Leakage%20Management%20-%20Main%20Report_Final.pdf  
37 https://www.water.ie/projects-plans/our-plans/nwrp/NWRP-Draft-Framework-Plan.pdf (see page 153). 

This cannot be an acceptable basis on which to embark on this important project, for which the 
single most important factor is the way in which Irish Water proposes to handle leakage over the 

coming 25 years.   
 

Tackling leakage should be Irish Water’s top priority.  This cannot just be a slogan – it must be 
a reality. 
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PART 2 
ANOMOLIES, ERRORS AND OMISSIONS IN THE dNWRP 

 
(a) The dNWRP models itself on the UK – but water supply in England and Wales is 
privatised which makes an important difference 
 
Irish Water proposes to model its 25-year plan on the UK and the dNWRP sets out Irish Water’s 
rationale for selecting the UK as its model. However, it fails to address a very important point: the 
water suppliers in England and Wales were privatised in 1989. This is important: the primary legal 
duty of water suppliers in England and Wales is to their shareholders (not their customers).  Their 
shareholders’ interests may not always be aligned with the interests of customers.   
 
For example, in terms of mains replacement, there is often perceived to be a conflict. In its 2019 
price review process (PR19) OFWAT (the economic regulator for water in the UK) set extremely 
challenging leakage reduction targets (in a high-profile change, it abandoned its former use of 
“SELL” for leakage targets and, instead, has set each water supplier a leakage reduction target of at 
least 15% for the next 5 years).  OFWAT insists that much of the cost of leakage reduction is borne 
through the water suppliers’ “base costs”. This means that they cannot pass the costs on to 
customers through bills, so effectively the cost is borne by the shareholders. This can create a 
perceived conflict. The most effective method for achieving a step-change in leakage is mains 
replacement. However, while mains replacement produces benefits for the long-term (new pipes 
hardly need to be touched for decades to come) it is expensive in the short term (and it is more 
expensive as a pure leakage-reduction strategy than find-and-fix – although its benefits are, of 
course, much broader than purely leakage reduction).  So, when choosing the approach to adopt in 
order to meet its short-term leakage target, mains replacement may not necessarily align with the 
interests of shareholders (some of whose investment timeframes may be short- to medium- term).  
 

 
Another important impact of privatisation is this: when water supply in England and Wales were 
privatised the government granted the water supply companies favourable returns on capital that, 
commentators argue, could incentivise them to invest in capital projects that are not absolutely 
necessary (because they are guaranteed a certain return on that capital investment regardless of 
whether the project proves to be necessary/successful or not).  Some argue that this is an incentive 
for water suppliers to over-estimate projected future demand in order to justify capital projects (to 
develop new raw water sources, for example). As one observer notes: “once a proposed capital 
investment has been approved by OFWAT, the company making the investment is guaranteed a fair 
return to the capital invested whether or not that asset is used. For example, it is not clear if the 

In Ireland, on the other hand, the water supplier (Irish Water) is not privatised: it is not 
answering to shareholders. 

 
Ireland must be cautious of using the UK as its model when it comes to investments such as 

mains replacement that are expensive in the short-term but deliver long-term benefits.  
 

Irish Water should adopt the most sustainable approach for the water supply system.  Mains 
replacement is expensive in the short term but is widely considered to be the most sustainable 

long-term solution in countries where the pipes are in poor condition. 
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£250million desalination plant in London has ever been used”38.  This is something that must be 
borne in mind if Irish Water proceeds with its plan to use the UK as its template for its water supply 
management plans in the future. 
  
(b) Brexit/COVID-19 implications 
 
The dNWRP make no reference at all to either (i) Brexit or (ii) COVID-19.  This is significant for many 
reasons.  For example, page 65 of the dNWRP states that (in line with the National Planning 
Framework) Irish Water is assuming that “at least 50% of future population growth will be focused 
in the five cities of Dublin, Cork, Galway, Limerick and Waterford and their suburbs” – this 
assumption may well need to be adjusted in light of COVID-19.  
 
Also, and importantly, Irish Water proposes to model its 25-year plan on the UK but, since the UK is 
no longer a part of the EU, its regulatory obligations etc will differ significantly from those of Ireland 
in the future. 
 
(c) In the past, Irish Water has dismissed the risks posed by single-source supplies - 
but in the dNWRP it is top of the list of “risk factors” 
 
At the time of its 2015 report produced in relation to its proposed Shannon pipeline project (the 
“Project Need Report”) Irish Water took advice from two separate sets of advisers (Jacobs Tobin 
and Indecon), each of which made its own projection of the 2050 water deficit for the GDA plus the 
proposed “benefit corridor”.   
 
In its analysis of the benefit corridor Indecon made clear that it was appropriate to take account of, 
and assume the ongoing existence of, existing good water supplies in the region. As a result, 
Indecon’s projection for the 2050 water deficit for the GDA plus the “benefit corridor” was 
207.5Mld.  
 
Jacobs Tobin, on the other hand, took a very different approach: it recommended the full 
retirement of all existing water supplies within the benefit corridor (even if they were perfectly 
good supplies). Unsurprisingly, Jacobs Tobin’s projection for the 2050 water deficit for the GDA plus 
the “benefit corridor” was significantly higher, at 330Mld. 
 
Irish Water adopted Jacobs Tobin’s approach, with a much higher projected 2050 water deficit for 
the Greater Dublin Area (which naturally makes it much easier to justify the proposed Shannon 
Pipeline Project) but which involved the retirement of all existing water supplies within the benefit 
corridor meaning that those regions would then rely on water coming from just one source (the 
River Shannon) via one treatment plant and one pipeline.  
 
It was flagged to Irish Water at the time (by Kennedy Analysis) that this was a bizarre and 
inappropriate suggestion. Irish Water dismissed the suggestion.  It is surprising, therefore, to see (in 
part 1.4 of the dNWRP) that Irish Water has, at the top of its list of risks for water resource zones: 
“single source supplies”.  

                                                        
38 Emeritus Professor of Water Economics, Colin Green, in written evidence submitted to EFRA, as published in the 
EFRA “Regulation of the Water Industry” report (9 October 2018). 
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(d) Potential solutions should include options for existing reservoirs 
 
Table 8.3 of the dNWRP contains the potential solutions that Irish Water will consider for regions 
that are projected to have a water deficit in the future. This table should include the following 
important solutions: 

(i) Reducing reservoir leakage/waste from both raw water and treated water reservoirs – 
we have heard, from various people involved in water supply within and contracted to 
Irish Water, that there are very high levels of leakage/spillage/wastage at Irish Water’s 
reservoirs – addressing these issues should be added to the list of options at Table 8.3; 

(ii) Expansion of existing raw water reservoirs (by adding to their height, not their footprint) 
should be included as an option in Table 8.3. 

  
(e) Poor communication within Irish Water is currently a major risk to Ireland’s 
water supply – addressing this should be a priority in the dNWRP 
 
Part 1.4 makes no reference to the fact that major incidents in recent years, some of which have 
resulted in a serious risk to public health, were caused by poor communication between different 
divisions/areas of Irish Water itself.  For example, in March 2019, significant volumes of raw sewage 
were released at the Irish Water sewage treatment plant upstream of the Leixlip water treatment 
plant (which supplies hundreds of thousands of people in the Greater Dublin Area) but the Leixlip 
water treatment plant operators were not notified.  
 
At the same time, the cryptosporidium/giardia barriers at the Leixlip treatment plant were 
compromised (but alarms were ignored). The EPA requested vital samples to be taken in order to 
test the safety of the drinking water (but they were NOT taken at the key time because it was St 
Patrick’s day weekend so the lab was not operating).  This incident took place in the brand new part 
of the Leixlip plant (built in 2014 and described as “state of the art”).  
 
The issue that triggered this catalogue of errors, which posed a serious risk to public health, was a 
lack of communication between the operators of the Irish Water wastewater treatment plant and 
the operators of Irish Water’s Leixlip water treatment plant.  
 

 

Does Irish Water now acknowledge:  
(i) that the point made by Kennedy Analysis was indeed valid, and  
(ii) that it would be inappropriate to assume the full retirement of perfectly good 

existing water supplies in order to supply those areas, instead, with water coming 
exclusively from one source, via one treatment plant and one water delivery 
pipeline? 

Poor communication within Irish Water, and its impact on the quality and reliability of the water 
supply system, must be among the priority issues to be addressed within this dNWRP. 


